Sonogenetics is a novel antiarrhythmic treatment
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An implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD), a widely used treatment for patients at risk of sudden cardiac death due to cardiac
arrhythmias, is invasive and compromises patients’ quality of life.
To eliminate cardiac arrhythmias, the sonogenetic treatment technique proposed here focuses transthoracic ultrasound at the heart,
stretches the tissue in the focal area, and thereby controls stretchactivated ion channels genetically expressed on the cell membrane
of cardiac myocytes. In contrast to anchoring the implanted ICD
electrode at a fixed position in the myocardium, the position of the
ultrasound focal area, and thus the area of manipulation of the myocardium can be dynamically selected in size and position to eliminate arrhythmias. Our simulations predict optimal control of malignant electrical excitations of the heart. The intensity and frequency
of ultrasound are harmless to humans and well below the limits
established by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. The sonogenetic treatment is painless in all cases. The proposed sonogenetic
arrhythmia control is ideally suited for the treatment of cardiac arrhythmia.
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ardiac arrhythmias can lead to stroke, heart failure, or
sudden death (1–3). The established medical treatment
for cardiac arrhythmias is the implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD) (4). The wires of the ICD are passed through
a vein and terminate in electrodes that are anchored in the
heart muscle. The ICD device itself is installed under the
skin and measures the electrical activity of the heart. If cardiac arrhythmias are detected, the ICD delivers high-voltage
electrical shocks to the heart muscle, resetting the electrophysiological system and restoring a normal heartbeat. This
invasive and potentially very painful treatment carries significant risks, such as infection at the implant site and damage
to blood vessels from the ICD wires. It adversely affects the
patient’s quality of life (5–7). Therefore, cardiologists wish
for less invasive antiarrhythmic treatments (8).
Sonogenetics finds its first use in the non-invasive regulation of excitable cells, such as neurons (9–11) since the seminal work by Ibsen et al. in 2015 (12). Neurons are excited
or inhibited by the ionic current from stretch-activated ion
channels (SACs). SACs’ opening probability changes with
the membrane tension (13–15), which can be non-invasively
controlled by harmless transthoracic ultrasound (16, 17).
Here we propose sonogenetics to treat malignant electrical excitations of the heart, i.e. arrhythmia, without invasive
electrical connections. We establish with in-silico experiments
procedures that can be accomplished with wearable medical
devices. We model the relationship between ultrasonic radiation pressure and SACs’ current and study the effect of SACs’
current in two ventricular models. Our results show that sonogenetics can effectively eliminate tachycardia and fibrillation,
corresponding to the electrophysiological patterns of rotors
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Fig. 1. Proposed experiment to demonstrate sonogenetics for treatment of cardiac
arrhythmia. Middle: a piece of genetically altered cardiac tissue is explanted from
a sacrificed animal to be studied ex vivo. Bottom and Left: virions transfect the
cardiac tissue in vivo, and stretch-activated ion channels are expressed on the cardiomyocyte membranes. Top right: ultrasonic phased arrays focus sound waves
with spatial and temporal control. Blue and yellow indicate the pressure of the ultrasound. The ultrasonic radiation pressure controls the stretch-activated ion channels.
Within the ultrasonic focus, cardiomyocytes are excited or inhibited, and arrhythmia
is eliminated (illustrated by a spiral wave). Bottom right: A fluorescence imaging from
voltage-sensitive dyes can be used to verify sonogenetic antiarrhythmic control.

and electric turbulence, respectively (18, 19). The ultrasound
we use in the simulations is within the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) safety standard. We use two common
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radiation pressure Γ is controlled by the ultrasonic intensity
I0 : Γ = 2I0 /c (see SI, Supplement), where c = 1561.3m/s is
the speed of ultrasound in cardiac tissue. The black line and
symbols in Fig. 2 represent the ultrasonic radiation pressure
Γ as a function of D for ISP T A = 430 mW/cm2 .The red line
and symbols in Fig. 2 represent the minimum Piezo1 channels density NP iezo1 required to excite the action potential at
a node of the ring. When the Piezo1 channels density exceeds
this value, Piezo1 channels’ current generated by ultrasonic
radiation pressure excites the node to generate a propagating
action potential (see SI, Fig. S2). Please note, that during
and immediately after a node fires the cardiomyocytes cannot
be excited by any external stimulus. This property is called
refractoriness, and the period where the cardiomyocyte is unresponsive to stimulation is called the refractory period. In
the following, we use exactly this property to locally create
refractory tissue which as we will show below allows us to stop
arrhythmia and fibrillation.
Fig. 2. Relationship between ultrasonic duration D and radiation pressure Γ according to the FDA standard (33)(solid black line). The minimum Piezo1 channels density
NPiezo1 above which the action potential can be excited (red dashed line) when the
values of Γ and NPiezo1 are on the solid black line.

SACs (the Piezo1 channel (20) and the MscL channel (21))
in two representative cardiac models ( Fenton-Karma threevariable model (22) and Luo-Rudy I model (23)), respectively
and find the same results. The independence of the particular
ion channel or model used points to the robustness of sonogenetic arrhythmia control. Sonogenetics is a prime candidate
for the non-invasive and harmless treatment of malignant electrical excitations of a person’s heart.

Results
In-silico experiment. Our research is based on in-silico exper-

iments. They capture all parts of an envisioned ex-vivo experiment, see Fig.1. Each part has been implemented respectively: genetically modified cardiac tissue of a guinea pig or
rabbit (24), expression of stretch-activated ion channels (25),
ultrasonic phased arrays focusing (26), and fluorescence image
recording (27).
We focus our investigation mostly on Piezo1 channels as
SACs because they have three advantages: (i) Piezol channels are abundant in the human body in general and are upregulated in failure heart as an adaptive response to meet
the mechanical load of the heart under pathological or aging conditions (28, 29); (ii) Piezo1 channels are genetically
homologous with humans, and severe immune rejection during transfection can be avoided (30); (iii) they are the most
mechanosensitive SAC channel known (31) which can be activated by low-intensity ultrasound (32) (see SI, Fig. S1 c).
Proof of concept. To explore which radiation pressure and

pulse duration of the ultrasound is needed to trigger waves
of electrical excitation in genetically modified tissue we first
studied a ring (circular cable) of cardiac tissue. We simulate
the membrane potential changes on every node along the ring
The spatial-peak temporal-average intensity (ISPTA) of medical pulsed ultrasound applied to the heart should not exceed
430 mW/cm2 according to a FDA standard (33). The ISPTA
is the product of ultrasonic intensity I0 with the duration D of
application(ISP T A = I0 D). The magnitude of the ultrasonic
2
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Fibrillation termination by global ultrasound. We first demon-

strate that global ultrasound stimulation can reset cardiac
electrical signals to eliminate fibrillation. A global defibrillation is also what an ICD performs. Figure 3 (and also in Movie
S1) shows a snapshot of self-sustained electric turbulence of
the cardiac tissue, i.e. fibrillation. At t = 0 ms a global ultrasound stimulation of D = 1ms is applied. At t = 20ms, the
whole tissue is excited – refractoriness blocks propagation of
electrical excitation. At t = 50ms, with the change of action
potential, the membrane potentials of the simulation nodes
return to the resting potential. At t = 145ms, the cardiac
tissue is reset to the normal excitable state, and turbulence is
eliminated. Under the FDA requirement for the ISPTA, we
use D = 1ms and Γ = 41.35mmHg.
Except for complying with the ISPTA, FDA also uses the
mechanical index (M I) and the thermal index (T I) to require
the safety of ultrasonic regarding cavitation and thermal effects, respectively (34). The mechanical index M I is the ratio
of the peak negative pressure p in M P a and the square root
of the ultrasonic frequency f in M Hz. The FDA-approved
maximum value of the mechanical index M Imax = 1.9. The
thermal index T I for soft tissues is defined as the product of ISP T A in [mW/cm2 ] and the ultrasound focus area
A in cm2 and the ultrasonic frequency in M Hz, divided
by 210. The FDA-approved maximum value of the thermal index T Imax = 6. Thus, the ultrasonic frequency f
is an important
parameter for both M I and T I. Consider√
ing p = 2ρcI0 (the cardiac tissue density ρ = 1081kg/m3 )
and Γ = 2I0 /c, to satisfy M I(f ) < M Imax , the minimum
MI
ultrasonic frequency fmin
[M Hz] = 0.35Γ [mmHg]/1.92 . To
satisfy T I(f ) < T Imax , the maximum ultrasonic frequency
T Imax
[M Hz] = 2.93/A[cm2 ]. Therefore, we need a suitfmax
MI
TI
able ultrasonic frequency range [fmin
, fmax
] to simultaneously
meet the FDA requirement for M I and T I.
In our simulations for global termination of fibrillation, we
MI
TI
MI
find that fmin
= 4.01M Hz and fmax
= 0.03M Hz. fmin
>
TI
fmax , which means that there is no ultrasonic frequency rang
for the global ultrasound stimulation that can meet both the
FDA requirements for MI and TI. The reason is that the ultrasonic focus area A is too large. Therefore we need different
T Imax
so that
approaches that reduce A and thus increase fmax
we can have a suitable ultrasonic frequency range under all
FDA requirements.
Li et al.

Fig. 3. Membrane potential V snapshots in a 10cm × 10cm homogeneous cardiac
tissue showing the process of global defibrillation. Ultrasound is applied to the whole
tissue (indicated by the red shadow), i.e. globally for one millisecond. The ultrasonic
radiation pressure Γ = 41.35mmHg, and Piezo1 channels density NPiezo1 = 1
× 107 cm−2 . After 145ms the electric turbulence subsides and normal rhythm can
resume. An example is shown in Movie S1.

Fig. 4. Membrane potential V snapshots of defibrillation by a moving stripe-shaped
ultrasound. Ultrasound is continuously focused on a 0.05cm wide stripe (indicated
by the red line), which moves from the left of the tissue to the right at a speed of
0.05cm/ms. The ultrasonic radiation pressure Γ = 41.35mmHg, and Piezo1
channels density NPiezo1 = 1 × 107 cm−2 . A video of turbulence being swept is
shown in Movie S2.

Control by ultrasonic stripe sweeping. To reduce the ultra-

turbulence away, which ICD electrodes cannot do.

sonic focus area A and thus comply with all FDA requirements, we propose the local ultrasonic stimulation. Using an
ultrasonic phased array, a locally focused stripe can be swept
across the tissue. As we show exemplary below this efficiently
stops electric turbulence in the cardiac muscle. As shown in
Fig. 4 (and also in Movie S2), the ultrasound is focused as a
stripe (red shadow) of width 0.05cm and ultrasonic radiation
pressure Γ = 41.35mmHg sweeping at 0.05cm/ms across the
patch. As shown with the snapshots in Fig. 4, at t = 0ms,
the ultrasonic stripe is located on the left edge of the tissue.
Then, it is swept with uniform and constant amplitude and
velocity from the left side of the patch to the right. The
nodes in the area swept by the ultrasonic stripe are excited
and become refractory, so turbulence is blocked and gradually
disappears (see Fig. 4 at 50ms and 150ms). At t = 355ms,
electric turbulence has completely been eliminated and the
cardiac tissue returns to the excitable state. In addition, local ultrasonic stimulation can disperse the ultrasound energy
spatially to avoid excessive thermal effects. We calculate that
MI
TI
= 5.86M Hz, i.e., MI and TI
fmin
= 4.01M Hz and fmax
both meet the requirements of the FDA when the ultrasonic
frequency is between 4.01M Hz and 5.86M Hz. Finally, we
test the range of parameter selection that can successfully
eliminate turbulence under the same initial condition as in
Fig. 4 (see SI, Fig. S3).
Unlike the hard contact of traditional ICD electrodes, spatiotemporal selective stimulation of ultrasonic phased arrays
is a novel and practical excitation method. This method can
change the focus position in real-time and dynamically sweep
Li et al.

Overriding the spiral wave by ultrasonic series. The occur-

rence of spiral waves in the heart is clinically corresponding
to tachycardia and may turn into lethal fibrillation. In excitable media such as the heart, high-frequency serial waves
drive slow-frequency waves out of the medium boundary (35).
According to this principle, ICD electrodes are used clinically
to generate high-frequency serial waves that override spiral
waves, referred to as anti-tachycardia pacing (36). We propose
to use ultrasound instead of ICD electrodes to generate highfrequency target waves non-invasively. Fig. 5 (and Movie S3)
show ultrasound generates high-frequency target waves (8Hz)
to displace the slow-frequency spiral wave (6.3Hz) out of the
tissue boundary. We use the Jacobian-determinant method
(37) to mark the position of the tip of the spiral wave (white
dot in Fig. 5). If the tip leaves the tissue, it can be determined that the spiral wave will disappear. At t = 0ms, the
ultrasound is pulsed on a circular area (red shadow) to generate target waves. Then, the spiral wave is gradually pushed to
the boundary by the ultrasonic target wave, and the tip also
moves to the boundary (as shown in the 300ms and 600ms
snapshots in Fig. 5). At t = 730ms, the tip of the spiral
wave leaves the tissue, and then the spiral wave gradually
disappears. After the spiral wave is eliminated, we stop the
ultrasonic target wave stimulation, and the cardiac tissue returns to the excitable state. In this case, according to the
requirement for the ISPTA, we use D = 0.1 × 8 = 0.8ms and
MI
Γ = 51.68mmHg. Then, we calculate that fmin
= 5.01M Hz
TI
and fmax
= 5.83M Hz.
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Fig. 5. Membrane potential V snapshots of high-frequency target wave series generated by ultrasound driving the spiral wave away. The spiral wave rotates at a frequency of 6.3Hz . The white dot indicates its tip. The ultrasound is pulsed on a
circular area (indicated by a red shadow) with a radius of 0.4cm in the center of
the tissue. The pulse frequency is 8Hz , and each pulse lasts 0.1ms. The ultrasonic radiation pressure Γ = 51.68mmHg. The Piezo1 channels density NPiezo1
= 1 × 107 cm−2 . A video of the spiral wave being overridden is shown in Movie
S3.

The generation of target waves by ultrasound can circumvent some disadvantages of ICD electrodes. According to
the eikonal relation of the excitable medium (38), the target
wave must have a large enough excitable radius to propagate.
Therefore, the electrodes of the ICD must be large enough to
propagate the target wave, which may cause vascular damage
when implanted. In addition, these electrodes are hard contacted onto the surface of the heart and may fall off when the
heart beats, leading to treatment failure. Ultrasonic phased
arrays can change the size and position of the focal area in
real-time from afar and can effectively prevent these shortcomings of ICD electrodes.
Ultrasonic target waves can effectively eliminate spiral
waves. However, However, the frequency of target waves will
not continuously respond to the increasing frequency of the ultrasonic pulses. The frequency of ultrasonic target waves has
an upper limit, at which phase-locking phenomena change
(see SI, Fig. S4). Therefore, the approach of overriding by
ultrasonic series is only applicable for slow spiral waves.
Pulling the spiral wave away by ultrasonic ring. To eliminate

spiral waves at any frequency, we use a new approach. We
use a ring-shaped ultrasonic focal area to create a ring-shaped
refractory area in the cardiac tissue. As shown in Fig. 6 (and
also in Movie S4), at t = 0ms, the ultrasonic ring (red ring)
is focused to the right of the spiral tip to generate a ringshaped refractory area. The spiral wave cannot pass through
this refractory area and will revolve around it, which we call
pinning. Then, we slowly move the ultrasonic ring outside
4
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Fig. 6. Membrane potential V snapshots of an ultrasonic ring pinning and pulling the
spiral wave away. The white dot indicates the tip of the spiral wave. The ultrasound is
pulsed on a ring (indicated by the red ring). The width of the ring is 0.025cm, the radius of the inner circle is 0.4cm, and the moving speed is 0.005cm/ms. The pulse
frequency is 200Hz , and each pulse lasts 0.5ms. The ultrasonic radiation pressure
Γ = 41.35mmHg, and Piezo1 channels density NPiezo1 = 1 × 107 cm−2 . A
video of the spiral wave being pulled away is shown in Movie S4.

the tissue boundary, and the pinned spiral wave is pulled
out (as shown in the 300ms, 600ms, and 840ms snapshots
in Fig. 6). In this case, the ultrasonic ring moves 0.025cm
to the right every 5ms. In the process of the ultrasonic ring
movement, some areas will be stimulated twice by ultrasound.
To meet the FDA’s requirement for the ISPTA, we set the
ultrasonic pulses to stimulate once every 5ms, each lasting
0.5ms. So, nodes in the tissue are stimulated by ultrasound
for a maximum of 1ms. Therefore the ISPTA is within the
FDA’s requirement. In addition, due to the small area of
the ultrasonic ring, there is a wide ultrasonic frequency range
MI
TI
(fmin
= 4.01M Hz, fmax
= 45.22M Hz). The phase diagram
of the ultrasonic ring’s moving velocity and direction that can
successfully eliminate this spiral wave is shown in SI, Fig. S5.
Leading the spiral wave out by ultrasonic fast channel staircase. To eliminate the spiral wave faster, we propose to use

spatiotemporally selective ultrasound to create a “fast” channel that leads the spiral wave out. Here, we use a staircaseshaped fast channel to shorten the focusing duration of the
ultrasound at the same position. At t = 0ms, we add the
first stair around the tip of the spiral wave. Then, the ultrasonic area moves 0.05cm to the right every 13ms. After each
position update, the ultrasound stimulates for 1ms, and the
upper boundary of the ultrasonic stair is on the same ordinate as the tip of the spiral wave. As shown in the 52ms,
104ms, and 175ms snapshots in Fig. 7 (and also in Movie
S5), the tip gradually moves out of the tissue boundary along
ultrasonic stairs. In this case, the ultrasound stimulation is
mobile, and each node is stimulated within 1 ms. The ISPTA
Li et al.

these two limit values during the heartbeats, we demonstrate
that no abnormal excitation-contraction coupling occurs. For
the same reason, neither can mechanical trauma.
Recently, it was reported in Ref. (41) that Piezo1 is the
cardiac mechanosensor that initiates the cardiomyocyte hypertrophic response to pressure overload in adult mice. To
prevent the CaMKII-HDAC4-MEF2 hypertrophic signaling
pathway, Piezo1 is a potential therapeutic target. Sonogenetics is a useful control because it allows noninvasive and spatiotemporal activation and deactivation of Piezo1.

Fig. 7. Membrane potential V snapshots of ultrasonic stairs leading the spiral wave
out of the tissue. The white dot indicates the tip of the spiral wave. The ultrasound is
pulsed on an area 2cm long and 0.05cm wide (indicated by the red line). The white
shadow indicates the areas focused by ultrasound at the previous moments. Every
13ms, the ultrasonic area moves to the lower right to form stairs, and ultrasonic
stimulation is performed for 1ms. The tip of the spiral wave moves downward along
ultrasonic stairs. The ultrasonic radiation pressure Γ = 41.35mmHg, and Piezo1
channels density NPiezo1 = 1 × 107 cm−2 . A video of the spiral wave being led out
is shown in Movie S5.

meets the requirement of the FDA, and we calculate that
MI
TI
fmin
= 4.01M Hz and fmax
= 29.30M Hz.
The above two mechanisms eliminate the spiral wave by
directing the tip outward. The success of these two approach
is due to the spatiotemporally selective stimulation by ultrasound, which cannot be achieved with ICD electrodes.

Discussion

Advantages over other defibrillation methods . Compared
with invasive ICDs, which require wires to be implanted
through the vein and fixed electrodes on the endocardium for
delivery of electrical shocks, our sonogenetics-based method
could place the ultrasonic phased array outside the patient’s
chest and adjust phases of the array to focus ultrasonic
waves on selective areas for effective defibrillation. Compared
with optogenetic defibrillation (42–48), which could only illuminate the surface of the heart wall, the ultrasound can
penetrate it and control the cardiac excitation transmurally.
Compared with previous ultrasonic defibrillation (49–51), our
sonogenetics-based method upregulates the density of SACs
on the cardiomyocyte membrane, uses the ultrasonic phased
array to amplify the ultrasonic intensity only in a small area,
and thus terminates arrhythmia harmlessly under FDA safety
standards. Recently, a cooling-based method has been proposed (52), but its clinical implementation remains challenging.

Conclusion
We demonstrate competitive advantages and novel mechanisms of sonogenetic arrhythmic control in in-silico experiments. Our numerical results can be accomplished by a combination of existing experimental methods. The potential clinic
application can be a wearable device consisting of a Holter
monitor and ultrasound transducer phased array for diagnosis and treatment of arrhythmias noninvasively. Our study
reveals that sonogenetics is an excellent candidate for harmless antiarrhythmic treatment.
Materials and Methods

Proof of model independence. To demonstrate that our re-

sults are model-independent, we reproduce the main results
using the guinea pig Luo-Rudy I model (see SI, Supplementary text) (39) with MscL channels’ current equation (see
SI, Supplementary text, Fig S1 b and d). These prove that
the mechanisms of eliminating turbulence and spiral waves by
sonogenetics apply to different SACs and cardiac models (see
SI, Fig. S6). Note that these works are used to verify model
independence and do not take into account FDA requirements
for ultrasound safety.
Side effects of overexpressing Piezo1. Our numerical results

in Fig. S7 show that there is no malignant electrical excitation from heartbeats and mechanical trauma when Piezo1 is
overexpressed. Based on the experimental data of neonatal
rat cardiomyocytes (40), we estimate two limit values of ultrasonic radiation pressures, corresponding to deformations of
heart contraction and relaxation, respectively. Assuming the
ultrasound radiation pressure changes sinusoidally between
Li et al.

According to previous sonogenetics experiments (53), the ultrasonic radiation pressure Γ can be described as (see SI, Supplementary text for the formula derivation):
2I0
,
[1]
c
where I0 is the ultrasonic intensity; c is the velocity of ultrasound in
the medium, which is 1561.3m/s in cardiac tissue. The ultrasonic
radiation pressure Γ can be adjusted by changing the ultrasonic
intensity I0 .
To model the transition of Piezo1 channel’s states under different pressures, Lewis et al. proposed a four-state model based on
experimental data (54). We assume that the ultrasound radiation
pressure Γ is the pressure on the Piezo1 channels in the cardiomyocyte membranes. We modify their model to obtain a four-state
model for the Piezo1 channel controlled by ultrasonic radiation
pressure Γ :
Γ =

dOP iezo1
= a(Γ )C + I1 d + hI2 − (b + c + g)OP iezo1 ,
[2]
dt
where OP iezo1 , C, I1 , and I2 are the probabilities that the Piezo1
channel is in open, closed and two inactivation states, respectively.
PNAS
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The transition rates between these four states are represented by
a(Γ ), b, c, d, e(Γ ), f , g, and h, where a(Γ ) and e(Γ ) are related
to the ultrasonic radiation pressure Γ (see SI, Fig. S1 a). The
detailed description and equations of the four-state model for the
Piezo1 channel are shown in SI, Supplementary text.
Then, we use the stochastic modeling to describe the current
equation of Piezo1 channels:
IP iezo1 = ḡP iezo1 NP iezo1 OP iezo1 (Γ )(V − EP iezo1 ),

[3]

where g P iezo1 and EP iezo1 are the maximal conductance of a
Piezo1 channel and the reversal potential of 27.3pS and 8.8mV
measured in the experiment (55); NP iezo1 is the Piezo1 channel’s
density, which indicates the total number of Piezo1 channels per
cm2 ; OP iezo1 is the open probability of Piezo1 channels; V is the
membrane potential.
We propose to add Piezo1 channels’ current to a normal cardiac
model to obtain a cardiac model regulated by sonogenetics. Here
we use the Fenton-Karma three-variable model (56) (see SI, Supplementary text) to simulate the electrophysiological activities of
human ventricular tissue. This model consists of three variables:
the membrane potential V , a fast ionic gate v, and a slow ionic
gate w. The three variables are used to produce three independent
phenomenological currents: a fast inward inactivation current If i ,
a slow time-independent rectifying outward current Iso , and a slow
inward inactivation current Isi . We add Piezo1 channels’ current
to this model, and the membrane potential equation is as follow:
∂t V = ∇(D∇V ) −

[If i (V, v) + Iso (V ) + Isi (V, w) + IP iezo1 (V, Γ )]
Cm

,

[4]
where D = 0.001cm2 /ms is the diffusion constant, and Cm =
1µF/cm2 is the membrane capacitance. For 2D simulation, no-flux
boundary conditions are used. Time evolutions are calculated using
an explicit Euler method. The diffusion part in the cardiac model
is calculated by the five-point stencil method. The time and space
steps are 0.05ms and 0.025cm.
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